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Introduction

To identify Jewish passengers from Ukraine who 

entered the United States through Ellis Island 

from 1892 to 1924 

Information on these passengers is found in 

mainly handwritten ship manifests (passenger 

lists). These manifests are digitized and indexed 

in the publicly available Ellis Island Database 

(EIDB). 



• From the EIDB, extract records for Jewish 

passengers from Ukraine  towns.

• Add the information from these records to the 

Ukraine SIG’s Ellis Island Database Master file and 

Master Name Index.
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Introduction



In the EIDB, the spelling of town names varies 

dramatically. For example, records for 696 passengers 

include 205 different spelling variants for “Vishnevets.”

This variation exists for a number of reasons:

• The ship purser wasn’t familiar with the region, wrote 

illegibly, or misunderstood passengers’ pronunciation.

• No standardized spelling existed for the town name.

• Passengers gave the town name in different languages 

(e.g., Russian, Polish, Yiddish) depending on their 

origin and the power occupying the region.

• The Ellis Island transcriber misinterpreted the 

handwriting on the ship manifest.
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Introduction



• Knowledge of Excel: You’ll be sorting and 

manipulating large amounts of data.

• Patience: You’ll be manually weeding out records 

based on subjective decision parameters.

• Familiarity with the Soundex system (the indexing of 

names by how they sound; see 

http://www.avotaynu.com/soundex.html and 

http://stevemorse.org/phonetics/bmpm2.htm)
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Introduction



Phase 1

A. A. Select a Town Name 

B. Establish a search strategy.

C. Search the EIDB and capture the results in a master 

data file.

D. Clean the data. 

E. Reorganize the remaining records

F. Convert the data to Ukraine SIG EIDB template format.

Phase 2

Access the EIDB manifest images for the passengers in your 

master data file and enter information from the origination 

and destination fields into the file.
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Introduction



The more distinctive the town name is relative to 

Soundex conventions, the easier your search will be. 

For example, searching for variants of “Brody” may 

be more difficult than searching for variants of 

“Vyshgorodok,” which has many distinctive syllables 

and sounds.

This tutorial uses “Vishnevets,” located in Volhynia

province (in Ukraine), as an example.
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Look up the town name in the JewishGen Communities 

Database: www.jewishgen.org/Communities/Search.asp.
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A. Select a Town Name



• Familiarize yourself with the town name’s spelling 

and pronunciation variants.

• Note the province and country for the town circa 1930 

and 1900.
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A. Select a Town Name



• You’ll use Steve Morse’s Ellis Island gold form 

(http://stevemorse.org/ellis2/ellisgold.html) to 

search for passenger records in the EIDB by town 

name.

• This form allows three types of town name search:

– Town name starts with or is:

– Town name sounds like:

– Town name contains:
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• Use the “sounds like” option to search for each town 

name variant found in the JewishGen Communities 

Database.

– For Vishnevets, these are Vishnevets, Wisniowiec, 

Vishnivits, Vyshnivets, Vishnevits, Vishniets, 

Vishnivitz, Vishnyovyets, Wisnievicze, Wisniowiec

Nowy, Wisnowiec, and Vysnivec.

• Use the “starts with or is” option to search for the first 

three to five letters of each variant.

– For Vishnevets, these are Vishn, Wisn, Vyshn, Vysn, 

and so on. 

• Don’t worry about duplicates. You’ll easily weed them 

out later. 11

B. Establish a Search Strategy



In the Ellis Island gold form 

(http://stevemorse.org/ellis2/ellisgold.html), enter the 

first town name variant in your search strategy (e.g., 

Town Name + sounds like + Vishnevets).
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Enter “200” in the hits/page field. (Each results page 

will include 200 matches.)
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C. Search and Capture



Scroll to the bottom of the screen and select these items: 

name, town, ship, port, full date of arrival, year of birth, 

age, gender, marital status, passenger ID, and link to 

scanned manifest.
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C. Search and Capture

Be sure to select 

these items 

accurately for 

each search. 

Otherwise, the 

columns won’t 

match when you 

create the 

master data file.
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C. Search and Capture

Click “search.”

The results will look like these. 

These are results 1–25 of 1,618 yielded by the search for 

“sounds like” + “vishnevets.”



• Position the cursor to the left of the first passenger record.

• Left-click. Drag to the last cell of the last record to select all 

the data on the page.

• Right-click and copy the data.
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C. Search and Capture

• Open an empty Excel file. Position the cursor in cell 1A. 

• Right-click, and paste the data into your Excel file.



• Go back to your search results. Click “Next 200 entries” 

to display the next page of results.

• Copy the data, and append it to the end of the Excel 

data that you previously entered.

• Repeat the two previous steps until you’ve copied all 

pages of the results (in this case, through record 1,618).
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C. Search and Capture



Repeat the search-and-capture (step C) for all variants of 

the town name in your search strategy. For Vishnevets, 

this means 16 searches:
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C. Search and Capture

1. Sounds like vishnevets

2. Sounds like wisniowiec

3. Sounds like vishnivits

4. Sounds like vyshnivets

5. Sounds like vishnevits

6. Sounds like vishniets

7. Sounds like vishnivitz

8. Sounds like vishnyovyets

9. Sounds like wisnivicze

10. Sounds like 

wisniowiec nowy

11. Sounds like wisnowiec

12. Sounds like vysnivec

13. Starts with or is vishn

14. Starts with or is wisn

15. Starts with or is vyshn

16. Starts with or is vysn



Your Excel file will look similar to this:
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C. Search and Capture



• Do this step only after completing all searches in your 

strategy and capturing all the data in a single Excel 

file. 

• Save a copy of the file under a different name. (If 

something goes wrong, you won’t need to perform 

the searches again.)

• Follow the exact order of the steps outlined here.
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• Click the “A” label to highlight the column.

• Press the Delete key on your keyboard. (Don’t delete 

the column, just the contents of the column.)
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D. Clean the Data



Column K (the passenger ID) should be a 12-digit string. If 

it appears in scientific notation (as in the example below),

• Click the “K” label to highlight the column.

• Right click and select “Format Cells.”

• On the menu, select “Number” and change “Decimal 

places” to 0. Click “OK.”
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D. Clean the Data



Column K should now look like sample B rather than like 

sample A.

Sample A

Sample B
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D. Clean the Data



• Position the cursor in column 1A.

• Press Ctrl-A to highlight the entire data area.

• Click the Data tab at the top of the Excel menu.

• Click “Remove Duplicates.”
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D. Clean the Data



• Remove the check mark in “My Data has Headers.” 

• Click “Unselect All.”

• select column K to remove records with duplicate 

passenger IDs.

• Click OK.
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• Save a copy 

of the file 

under a 

different 

name (just 

in case).

D. Clean the Data



Column C now contains the place of origin, and column 

D contains the passenger’s age.

• Highlight column D, and insert 3 blank columns. 

Column G now contains the passenger’s age.

• Copy the contents of column C into column D, so that 

the two columns contain the same information .
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D. Clean the Data



• Click the Data tab at the top of the Excel menu.

• Highlight Column D.

• Click “Text-to-Columns.”

• Ensure that Delimited is selected, and click “Next.”

1

2

3
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D. Clean the Data



• Select “Comma” as the text-to-column delimiter.

• Select “Treat consecutive delimiters as one.”

• Click “Next.”
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D. Clean the Data



• Ensure that “General” is selected.

• Click “Finish.”
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D. Clean the Data



Click OK to in answer to the question “Do you want to 

replace the contents of the destination cells?” 
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D. Clean the Data



• Column C now contains the original data.

• Column D now contains the town name.

• Column E now contains the country of origin.
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D. Clean the Data



• Sort the file based on Column E (country).

• Manually remove all records for countries that don’t 

pertain to the town you’re looking for.

• Keep all records that have no country indicated. 

For Vishnevets, I retained all records indicating Poland, 

Russia, Ukraine, Pinsk Region, anything that looked like 

Wolyn, and all records with no country.
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D. Clean the Data



• For each of the remaining records, look at the town name 

in column D. Determine whether the town name is close 

enough to your town name to be considered a valid 

match. This is a subjective, time-consuming step.

• Delete each obviously invalid record. (If you’re not sure 

about a record, check the passenger name in Column B. If 

the name is distinctively not Jewish, delete the record.) 
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D. Clean the Data



• Delete Columns D, E, and F.

• Insert three empty columns after column B.
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• Click the Data tab at the top of the Excel menu. Highlight 

column B.

• Click “Text to Columns.” Ensure that “Delimited” is 

selected, and click “Next.”
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E. Reorganize



• Select “Comma” as the text-to-column delimiter.

• Select “Treat consecutive delimiters as one.”

• Click “Next.”
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E. Reorganize



• Ensure that “General” is selected.

• Click “Finish.”
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E. Reorganize
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E. Reorganize

• Click OK in answer to the question “Do you want to 

replace the contents of the destination cells?” 



• Column B now contains the passenger’s surname.

• Column C now contains the passenger’s given name.

• Delete Columns D and E.
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E. Reorganize



This is done by concatenating (joining) a URL with a 

passenger ID number. The result will look like this: 

http://www.ellisisland.org/search/shipManifest.asp?pI

D=102808130307
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E. Reorganize



• Highlight cell N1.

• Select the ƒx button.

• Select the CONCATENATE function, and click OK.
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E. Reorganize



• Type the text below into the Text 1 field:

http://www.ellisisland.org/search/shipManifest.asp?PID= 

• Position the cursor in the Text2 field and highlight field 

L1 (PID). 

• Click OK.
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E. Reorganize



• Highlight cell N1, and right-click to copy it.

• Highlight from cell N2 to the last entry in column N, 

and right-click to paste.

Ensure that the each cell in column N contains a link 

ending with the passenger ID for each record.
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E. Reorganize



• Highlight all of column N, and right-click to copy it.

• Highlight all of column O. Right-click, and select Paste 

Special.

• Select “Values, ” and click OK.

• Delete columns M and N.
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E. Reorganize



• Highlight column I, and insert three blank columns. 

• Click the Data tab at the top of the Excel menu, and 

highlight column I.

• Click “Text-to-Columns.”

• Ensure that Delimited is selected, and click “Next.”

2

1

3

E. Reorganize



• Indicate “Space” as the text-to-column delimiter.

• Select “Treat consecutive delimiters as one.”

• Click “Next.”
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E. Reorganize



• Ensure that “General” is selected.

• Change “$I$1” to “$J$1”.

• click “Finish.”
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E. Reorganize
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Click OK in answer to the question “Do you want to 

replace the contents of the destination cells?” 

E. Reorganize



• Column I now contains the original arrival date.

• Column J now contains the arrival month.

• Column K now contains the arrival day.

• Column L now contains the arrival year.
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E. Reorganize



• Highlight column J.

• Select the ƒx button.

• Select CONCATENATE, and click OK.
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E. Reorganize



• In the Text1 field, Type EIDB (in capital letters) followed 

by a space

• Select the Text2 field, and move the cursor to Excel cell 

L1.

• click OK
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E. Reorganize



• Right -click and copy cell J1.

• Left-click the column J label to highlight it.
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E. Reorganize



• Right-click and select “Paste Special.”

• Select “Values,” and click “OK.”

• Delete columns K and L.
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E. Reorganize



The resulting file should look similar to the figure 

below. See the next slide for the content of each 

column.
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E. Reorganize
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Column Content Column Content

A Empty H Marital Status

B Passenger Surname I Date of Ship Arrival

C Passenger Given Name J Source for Concordance

D Last Permanent Residence K Ship Name

E Age L Port of Departure

F Year of Birth M Passenger ID

G Gender N Link to Scanned Manifest Image



• Before you begin, save your master data file under a 
different name.

• Open the Ukraine SIG EIDB template that you have 
received. 

The column headings are shown on the next slide and 
are described at the end of this presentation.
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F. Convert to Ukraine SIG Format



• Notice that some pairs of column headings are the 

same except for the designation “EIDB,” “KDRG,” and 

“JGCD.”

• You will enter information into the columns labeled 

“EIDB. ”

• Leave the “KDRG” and “JGCD” columns blank. They will 

be completed later with corrected or standard 

spellings.
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F. Convert to Ukraine SIG Format



• Copy the columns of data from your final data file 

into the Ukraine SIG template columns as shown on 

the next slide. 

For example, copy the contents of column B of your 

data file into column D of your Ukraine SIG template, 

copy column C into column F, and so on.
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F. Convert to Ukraine SIG Format



Final Master Data File Ukraine SIG Template

Copy this column . . . . . . into this column:

B Passenger Surname D Passenger Surname (EIDB)

C Passenger Given Name F Passenger Given Name (EIDB)

D Last Permanent Residence I Last Permanent Residence (EIDB)

E Age R Age

F Year of Birth S Year Born

G Gender T Gender

H Marital Status U Marital Status

I Date of Arrival V Arrival Date

J Source K Source for Concordance

K Ship Name W Ship

L Port of Departure X Port of Departure

M Passenger ID L Passenger ID

N Link to Scanned Image of Ship 
Manifest

AU Link to Scanned Image of Ship 
Manifest
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E. Convert to Ukraine SIG Format



• You’re ready to start Phase 2: extracting information 

on the individual passengers in your file from the 

scanned images of the ship manifests:

– Name and address of each passenger’s nearest 

relative in the place of origin

– Name and address of each passenger’s relative or 

friend at the U.S. destination

– Each passenger’s place of birth 

• The information will be added to the Ukraine SIG 

EIDB Master file and Indexed Concordance of 

Personal Names and Town Names.
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Column Heading Content
A Sort Number Administrative use
B Set Line Number Administrative use
C Passenger Surname 

(KDRG Std)
Passenger surname identified as standard name in the 
KDRG Concordance

D Passenger Surname 
(EIDB)

Passenger surname as written on manifest

E Passenger Given 
Name (KDRG Std)

Passenger given name: corrected/standardized version 

F Passenger Given 
Name (EIDB)

Passenger given name as written on manifest

G Last Permanent 
Residence (KDRG)

Town name: corrected/standardized version

H Last Permanent 
Residence (EIDB)

Town name as transcribed by Ellis Island Transcription 
Team

I Source for 
Concordance

EIDB (year): Indicates that the record is from the 
EIDB; data source designation for the KDRG 
Concordance, the JewishGen Ukraine Database, and the 
Ukraine SIG Master Name Index

J Passenger ID Unique passenger identification number generated by 
the Ellis Island Transcription Team
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Colum
n

Heading Content

K Place of Birth 
(KDRG Std)

Standardized city name only

L Place of Birth 
(EIDB)

City and country as written on manifest

M Age Age as written on manifest
N Year Born Year inferred by Ellis Island Transcription Team 

based on the age and date of arrival; approximate + or 
– 1 year. 

O Gender M = male, F= female
P Marital Status M = married, S =single, W = widow
Q Arrival Date Entered by Ellis Island Transcription Team; recast in 

“1912-August-01” format for the worksheet
R Ship Ship name as recorded at the top of manifest
S Port of 

Departure
Port of departure as recorded at the top of manifest

T Notes Your comments or observations of inaccuracies 

U Occupation Joiner, laborer, seamstress, etc.
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Column Heading Content

V Contact @ Destination 
Surname (KDRG Std) 

Surname of relative at destination: corrected/ 
standardized version

W Contact @ Destination 
Surname (EIDB)

Surname of relative at destination as written on 
manifest

X Contact @ Destination 
Given Name (KDRG 
Std) 

Given name of relative at destination: corrected/ 
standardized version

Y Contact @ Destination 
Given Name (EIDB)

Given name of relative at destination as written on 
manifest. 

Z Contact @ Destination 
Relationship

Most common are father, mother, husband, 
brother, brother in law (br.il), acquaintance (acq.), 
friend (fr.), son, sister, sister in law, father in law 
(fr.i.l), uncle

AA Destination Address 
(Street Name)

Street name (e.g., 8th Avenue)

AB Destination Address 
(Street Number)

Street number

AC Destination Address 
(City, State)

City + 2-digit state abbreviation (e.g., Philadelphia, 
PA; Newark, NJ; St. Louis, MO)

AD Blank
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Colum
n

Heading Content

AE Destination 
Additional 
Surname (KDRG)

Additional (c/o) surname: standardized/corrected 
version

AF Destination 
Additional 
Surname (EIDB)

Additional (c/o) surname as written on manifest

AG Destination 
Additional Given 
Name (KDRG)

Additional (c/o given name: standardized/corrected 
version

AH Blank
AI Contact @ Origin 

Surname (KDRG 
Std)

Surname of relative at origin: corrected/ 
standardized version

AJ Contact @ Origin 
Surname (EIDB)

Surname of relative at origin as written on manifest

AK Contact @ Origin 
Given Name (KDRG 
Std)

Given name of relative at origin: corrected/ 
standardized version

AL Contact @ Origin 
Given Name 
(EIDB) 

Given name of relative at origin as written on manifest
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Column Heading Content
AM Contact @ 

Origin 
Relationship

Most common are father, mother, husband, brother, 
brother in law (br.il), acquaintance (acq.), friend (fr.), 
son, sister, sister in law, father in law (fr.i.l), uncle

AN Origin Town 
(KDRG Std)

Town of origin: corrected/standardized version

AO Origin Town 
(EIDB)

Town of origin as written on manifest, including 
province/gubernia if given

AP Blank
AQ Link2Manifest Link to passenger’s scanned manifest page
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